Ocean Guardian School Parents

**View Changes in Their Child’s Behavior**

- **66%** of students are now talking to others about the environment, including...
  - FAMILY
  - FRIENDS
  - COMMUNITY

**See Benefits to Their Child**

- Commitment to the Environment
- Increased Sense of Community
- Volunteering
- Experience Working with a Team

**Think Programs are Worth**

- **$59** Habitat Creation**
- **$48** Watershed Restoration**
- **$34** Energy Saving**
- **$25** Marine Debris Reduction**
- **$21** Recycling**

This infographic was based on data collected from a first of its kind formal education study of an ocean conservation program.

* Dollar values are per student annually

**These represent the five Ocean Guardian School pathways.

http://sanctuaries.noaa.gov/education/ocean_guardian